Module 1: INTRODUCTION


Module 2: CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR


Module 3: THEORY OF PRODUCTION AND COSTS


Guide Lines to the Paper Setter:

. Section – A five questions to be set without ignoring any module

. Section – B eight questions to be set given, more weightage to Module - 2 & Module - 3.

. Section– C each one question to be set from each module .
REFERENCE:

1. H.L. Ahuja: Advanced Economic Theory
2. M.L. Seth: Micro Economics
5. Telugu Academy Publications
6. AUSDE - Study Material
MODULE - 1: MARKET STRUCTURE:


MODULE – 2: FACTOR PRICING:


Guidelines to the Paper Set

Section – A: five questions to be set without ignoring any module
Section – B: Questions are to be set giving equal weightage to both the modules (1 and 2).
Section C:
1. First question is to be set from Module 1
2. Second Question is to be set from Module 2
3. Third Question is to be set from both 1 and 2 Modules (one each from each module)
REFERENCE:

1. H.L. Ahuja: Advanced Economic Theory
2. M.L. Seth: Micro Economics
5. Telugu Academy Publications
6. AUSDE - Study Material
Module-1: Introduction and National Income


Module-2: Theory of Income and Employment

Classical Theory of employment, Say’s law of market – Pigou wage-cut theory - Keynesian theory of employment - Applicabilit of the Keynesian theory to the developing countries

Module-3: Consumption and Investment

Consumption function – A P C, M P C, factors influencing consumption functions – investment functions – M E C and rate and rate of interest and the concept of multiplier – Accelerator

Guidelines to the Paper Setter:

1. The Paper Setter is requested to cover all the syllabus while setting the question paper.

2. There should not be any ambiguity in questions.
References:

2. E.Shapiro – “Macro Economic Analysis”
6. K.P.M. Sundaram – “Money, banking & International Trade”
8. Telugu Academy Publications.
9. AUSDE – Study Material.
Module 3: MONEY AND THEORIES OF MONEY


Module 4: TRADE CYCLE AND INFLATION


Module 5: BANKING, STOCK MARKET AND INSURANCE

Functions of Commercial banks – The process of credit creation – Functions of the Reserve bank of India – Methods of credit control – Quantitative and Qualitative Methods.


Guidelines to the Paper Setter:

1. The Paper Setter is requested to cover all the syllabus while setting the question paper.

2. There should not be any ambiguity in questions.
Reference:

2. E. Shapiro – “Macro Economic Analysis”
6. K. P. M. Sundaram – “Money, banking & International Trade”
8. Telugu Academy Publications.
9. AUSDE – Study Material.
Module – 1: CONCEPTS OF DEVELOPMENT:


Module – 2: STRUCTURE OF THE INDIAN ECONOMY:


Module – 3: Planning and Economic Reform in India.


Guidelines to the Paper Setter:

Paper Setter is requested to cover all the Modules and also further requested to ask direct questions, without any ambiguity.
Reference:

1. Dhingra, I.C.- “Indian Economy”.
2. Ruddar Dutta and K.P.M. Sundaram – “Indian Economy”.
8. Telugu Academy Publications.
10. AUSDE, Study Material
Module 1: INDIAN AGRICULTURE

Nature and importance, Trends in agricultural Production and Productivity: factors determining productivity. Rural Credit – Micro Finance and Self Help Groups (SHGs) Agricultural price policy, Crop insurance, Agricultural Infrastructure and food security. (1) Agricultural Marketing in India, (2) Inspect of Land reforms in India, (3) Provision of Agricultural credit to the tenants.

Module 2: INDIAN INDUSTRY


Module 3: INDIAN SERVICE SECTOR

Growing important of Service Sector in India – Banking - Insurance - Information Technology – Education and Health.

Guidelines to the Paper Setter:

1. The Paper Setter is requested to cover all the syllabus while setting the question paper.

2. There should not be any ambiguity in questions
Reference:

1. Dhingra, I.C.- “Indian Economy”.
2. Ruddar Dutta and K.P.M. Sundaram – “Indian Economy”.
8. Telugu Academy Publications.
10. AUSDE, Study Material
Module 1: INTRODUCTION

Meaning and scope of public finance: Distinction between public and private finance

Principal of Maximum Social Advantage – Public goods vs Private goods

Module 2: PUBLIC REVENUE AND TAXATION

Sources of Public Revenue – (a) Taxes (b) Administrative Revenues (c) Commercial Revenues (d) Gifts and grants (e) Deficit Finance – Concept of fiscal deficit – Canons of taxation – (Adam Smith & Modern) – Impact, shifting and Incidence of Taxation, Effects of taxation -
The concept of Value added Tax (VAT). Taxes – direct and indirect merits and demerits,
Methods of taxations – Progressive proportional regressive and digressive.

Module 2: PUBLIC EXPENDITURE

Meaning and Classification of public expenditure – Cannons of Public expenditure –

Guidelines to the Paper Setter:

Paper Setter is requested to cover all the Modules and also further requested to ask direct questions, without any ambiguity in questions.
REFERENCES:

1. B.P. Tyagi – “Public Finance”.
2. H.D. Bhatia – “Public Finance”.
4. Shirrash – The science of Public Finance
5. A .H.Hansen –Public enterprises and economic development
6. Telugu Academy Publications.
7. AUSDE – Study Material.
Module 1: PUBLIC DEBT

Public Debt – Classification of Public debt – Source of public debt -- Methods of debt redemption – Causes and effects of the growth of India’s Public Debt

Module 2: FEDERAL FINANCE IN INDIA

Central- State Financial relations under constitution- Central sources of revenue, State sources of revenue and both – Finance commission- Functions- various Finance commissions- Recommendations of 13th finance commission

Module 3 INDIAN TAX SYSTEM AND BUDGETING

Ssliant features of Indian tax system – Defects- Suggestions for improvement – Recommendations of Raja Chelliah and Vijay Kelkar

Guidelines to the Paper Setter:

Paper Setter is requested to cover all the Modules and also further requested to ask direct questions, without any ambiguity in questions.
REFERENCES:

1 B.P. Tyagi – “Public Finance”.

2 H.D. Bhatia – “Public Finance”.

3 H Dalton - Public Finance.

4 Shirrash – The science of Public Finance

5 A .H.Hansen –Public enterprises and economic development

6 Telugu Academy Publications.

7 AUSDE – Study Material.
III B.A.  **ECONOMICS:** 5th SEMESTER Syllabus.

Advanced-II  Selective Paper (b)
Course-V :  International trade- 1

**Module 1 : INTRODUCTION :**

Inter – regional and International Trade – Importance of International Trade  –  
Inter – industry trade –Production possibility curve

**Module 2 : THEORIES OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE :**


**Module 3 : TRADE POLICY AND TERMS OF TRADE :**

Difference between free trade and protection – Arguments infavour of and against free trade and protection – Methods of protection -Tariffs- meaning and Definition of tariffs – Types of Tariffs-Tariffs and their effects- concept of Optimum Tariff

Terms of Trade – Gross Barter and Net Barter and Income terms of trade.-Factors influencing terms of trade in Developing economies

Guidelines to the Paper Setter :

Paper Setter is requested to cover all the Modules and also further requested to ask direct questions, without any ambiguity in questions.
REFERENCES:

1 B.O. Soderston – “International Economics”.
3 J.Bhagawathi – “International Trade – Selected Reading”.
5 R . Sarma :International Economics
6 M.L. Seth :Money Banking and International Trade
7 Telugu Academy Publications
8 AUSDE – Study Material.
Module 1: BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

Meaning of Balance of Trade and Balance of Payments – Distinguish between BOT and BOP
Reasons for Disequilibrium in Balance of Payments – Measures to correct Disequilibrium –
Depreciation- Devaluation- BOP in India.

Module 2: FOREIGN TRADE IN INDIA

Recent trends in the composition and Direction of India’s foreign trade – Recent EXIM
policy –Foreign trade policy 2009-14 and recent policy –EXIM Bank- Types and importance
of Foreign investment –FDI, FPI –Export promotion and import substitution.

Module 3 :INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

IMF, IBRD, GATT, WTO- Objectives- Functions – Role in Developing economies

Guidelines to the Paper Setter:

Paper Setter is requested to cover all the Modules and also further requested to ask direct
questions, without any ambiguity in questions.
REFERENCES:

3. J. Bhagawathi – “International Trade – Selected Reading”.
5. R. Sarma : International Economics
6. M.L. Seth : Money Banking and International Trade
7. Telugu Academy Publications
8. AUSDE – Study Material
Module 1: INTRODUCTION

Meaning, Definition, Importance and scope of statistics - Limitations - Primary and secondary data - Techniques of data collection - Sampling and census methods - Graphic and diagrammatic representation of data - Its types and importance.

Module 2: MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY

Meaning and definition - Classification - Mean, its merits and demerits - Median and its merits and demerits - Mode and its merits and demerits - Geometric mean and Harmonic mean - their merits and demerits.

Module 3: MEASURES OF DISPERSION AND SKEWNESS

Meaning and definition - Range - Quartile Deviation, Mean deviation - Standard deviation - their merits and demerits - Co-efficient of variation - Lorenz curve - Skewness - Karl Pearson and Bowleys coefficient of Skewness.

Guide Lines to the Paper Setter:

Section – A five questions to be set without ignoring any module

Section – B eight questions to be set given, more weightage to Module - 2 & Module - 3.

Section – C each one question to be set from each module.
REFERENCE:

2. A.C. Chiang – “Fundamental Methods of Mathematical Economics”.
Module 1: CORRELATION AND REGRESSION

Meaning, Types of correlation - Scatter diagram - coefficient of correlation - Karl Pearson and Spearman - Concurrent Deviation Method - Estimation of regression line – ordinary least square method - Analysis of correlation and regression.

Module 2: TIME SERIES AND INDEX NUMBERS

Time series analysis – Concept and Components – Determination of Trend - Index numbers: concept, price relative, quantity relative, value relative, Laspeyer’s Paasche’s and Fisher’s index - . Time Reversal Test and Factor Reversal Test – Constructing Wholesale Price Index and Consumer Price Index.

Module 3: MATRIX ALGEBRA AND SET THEORY


Sets; Definition - null set - sub sets - different types of sets. Laws of Algebra of sets progressions - Arithmatic, Geometric, Harmonic progression and their relation.

Guide Lines to the Paper Setter:

Section – A five questions to be set without ignoring any module

Section – B eight questions to be set given, equal weightage to Module -1, 2 &3.

Section– C each one question to be set from each module
REFERENCE:

11. A.C. Chiang – “Fundamental Methods of Mathematical Economics”.
18. Telugu Academy- Quantitative techniques.